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[01:27:20] [Session One of Two: 12 February 2015]  



 
00:00:00 Christine Brown [CB] born 20 February 1947 in Melbourne, Australia. 

Remarks on growing up in suburb. Comments on three younger 
brothers and growing up in happy household. Mentions training as a 
radiographer. Mentions sailing to London; four week journey. Remarks 
on travelling around Europe before settling in London. 

00:02:20  Story about father’s grocers’ shop. CB’s father had been studying at 
night school. Mentions CB’s father suffering side effects of service in 
the war. Comments on mother not working when bringing up the 
children, and her work before and after (part-time until retirement). 

00:03:48          Brief description of CB’s relationship with siblings; CB expected to 
help in the kitchen          where brothers would help father.  

00:04:25  Remarks on not being sporty but "bookish" and shy. Remarks on 
mother encouraging her to read and being a "big reader" herself in 
contrast to her father; brothers were not encouraged in the same way. 
CB’s mother enjoyed detective, thriller and light romance genres. CB’s 
mother belonged to local, private library. CB recalls pipe tobacco smell 
in library. Mentions that private libraries were common in Australia. 
Says she has always belonged to a library. 

00:07:29  Mentions having now been a member of Balham library for 37 years. 
Contrasts her experience of Australian libraries. 

00:08:09  Continued discussion of reading as a child, having children's books at 
home, and her mother’s influence on reading. Remarks on reading 
whilst television was on.  

00:09:06  Description of primary and secondary school and doing welll; enjoyed 
science subjects more than humanities. Remarks that career choices 
were limited for females. Comments on work experience at cancer 
hospital in Melbourne. Remarks on wanting to work with people and 
deciding to work in therapy radiography. Anecdote about hat worn to 
interview for trainee position in 1964.  Brief description of training at 
night school. 

00:13:38  Description of boat journey to the UK; arriving in February 1969.  
00:18:03  Anecdote about reading the Rose Macaulay letters to Father Johnson, 

visiting church described in letters and meeting friends through church 
group.  

00:19:29  Brief description of accommodation in Lambeth, behind the hospital in 
which CB worked and near the Imperial War Museum. Mentions 
moving into flat on Baker Street and enjoying living in London.  

00:23:22  Discussion about CB’s two children; based in London and Bristol. 
Mentions meeting ex-husband when working at the hospital, living in 
Battersea and being a member of Battersea library. Brief discussion 
about Battersea reference library. Mentions daughter has a degree in 
English Literature but is not a big reader. Comments on daughter 
reading as a child. Mentions daughter working for a charity which 
supports children’s literacy. Remarks on daughter’s increase in reading 
since owning a Kindle. Mentions other daughter’s modern taste in 
literature. 

00:29:31  Comments on preferring to order books from a library rather than 
buying books, for financial and storage reasons. Discussion about 
Kindles: comments on health implications of looking at a screen.  



00:31:37  Description of book groups. Story about attending a book group at a 
friend’s house in Melbourne. Mentions U3A group in Wandsworth and 
being put off by a friend. Remarks on joining Golden Years group in 
Balham and having attended for three to four years. Anecdote about 
friend being sacked from U3A. Remarks on wanting book group to be 
enjoyable, rather than academic. Mentions preferring group in a library 
setting rather than someone’s house. Mentions consistency of 
membership; group of eight.  

00:37:24  Description of how books are chosen for the group; aim for a broad 
range to include classics, children’s books and poetry. Mentions 
enjoying reading Joseph Conrad. Description of choosing genres of 
books in a library; would choose fiction, travel and how-to books, not 
romance or fantasy. Remarks on enjoying books set in the Indian sub-
continent or Africa.  

00:41:43  Discussion on Christos Tsiolkas, The Slap. Mentions Kate Greville, The 
Secret River. Comments on Mother recommending Georgette Heyer. 
Remarks on currently reading Neil MacGregor, Germany: Memories of 
a Nation; inspired by family history. 

00:44:44  Description of becoming interested in family history; accessing records 
online and trying to find paper records in archives. Comments on it 
being common for Australians to try and trace their family heritage.  

00:49:03  Story about returning to Melbourne briefly in the 1970s; not feeling 
settled and still feeling connected to London.  

00:52:02  Description of therapy radiography and treatment planning.  Mentions 
retiring in 2012. 

00:56:56  Mentions volunteering for Partners for Change Ethiopia since retiring. 
Description of the charity’s work; programme to re-settle orphaned or 
vulnerable children. Comments on other hobbies; sewing and crafts, 
desire to open an Etsy shop. 

01:00:21  Story about a coach tour in South Africa during journey to UK; being 
shocked by apartheid and not wanting to return to Africa. Comments on 
becoming interested in Africa again after visiting Ethiopia. Further 
description of witnessing apartheid in South Africa.   

01:03:55  Discussion on aboriginal awareness in Melbourne. Mentions The First 
Grade Reader, The Second Grade Reader, The Third Grade Reader 
and their description of Aboriginal Australians. 

01:05:37  Remarks on getting divorced in 1996. Comments on current 
relationships; male best friend and active social life. Story about 
helping at a community group at a church in Clapham. Mentions going 
to Spitalfields market and the National Theatre and travelling regularly 
on city breaks.  Anecdote about being in Paris the day after the 
massacre at Charlie Hebdo. Further description of European city 
breaks; visiting museums, galleries, restaurants. 

1:11:34  Discussion on books read whilst travelling. Plot description of Emma 
Healey, Elizabeth is Missing. Mentions reading book reviews in free 
newspapers and The Guardian. Remarks on E.L James, Fifty Shades 
of Grey. Brief discussion on influence of hype around books. Mentions 
Marilyn Robinson, Lila and Gilead. Remarks on seeing Marilyn 
Robinson at the Southbank Centre. Mentions discovering Roberston 
Davies through the Balham book club. 



1:17:07  Remarks on Hal Porter, The Watcher on the Cast Iron Balcony and its 
impact. Comments on books not standing out in peoples’ memory, 
particularly within the Balham book group. Comments on novels set in 
India and admiration for writing style of Indian authors.  

1:21:10  Mentions next book for the Balham book group; John Lanchester, 
Capital. Remarks on sort of books the Balham group choose and 
enjoy.  Mentions Charles Dickens. Mentions Ivan Turgenev, Fathers 
and Sons. Discussion on article where woman read books from every 
country.   

1:26:27  Remarks on Pinterest; amount of postings about libraries.  
 
1:27:20 [End of Session One]  
 


